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17424 Oak Park Ave. Tinley Park, IL 60477

Non Alcoholic Beverages

_____Wellbeing Intentional IPA N/A
$5.80:Delivers the distinctly and delightfully bitter
characteristics of Mosaic and Citra hops, refreshingly
punctuated with pineapple and peach notes. This
sessionable IPA offers a full-flavored, alcohol-free
experience for any intentional occasion.

_____Raspberry Gose-Bravus NA $5.20:Our
super-approachable Raspberry Gose has a very,
very small amount of pink salt added to balance
some of the sweetness of the raspberries (you barely
notice it). The result? A super light & refreshing easy-
drinker with a wonderful raspberry tartness!

_____Hibiscus Pomegrante NA Avec
$4.50:Mixed with pomegranate and spices, hibiscus
creates a wonderfully sweet, slightly sour and deep
pink liquid as pretty as it is tasty. Drink as is or add to
your favorite libation.

_____Otto CBD Pineapple $9.99:Otto perfected
his famous cider recipe when he added just the right
amount of Hemp CBD. Lightly hopped, Otto’s is
made from Washington’s finest organic apples. And
with no alcohol, gluten, or THC, Otto’s is perfect for
those times you are ready to kick back and sip a
tasty cider. This Otto’s Pineapple Passion Fruit adds
in phenomenal exotic flavors on top of the hops and
apple for a truly delicious experience!

_____Juice Box, Individual $1.19:4 oz fruit punch
juice box

_____Dry Red Blend Gruvi $5.99:This dry red
blend wine is full-bodied, fruity and bold. Everything
you want in a red wine, it makes a perfect companion
to a weeknight steak dinner or rich chocolate
dessert, with none of the hangover in the morning.

_____Pineapple Juice, Individual
$1.29:Pineapple is as delicious to drink as it is to eat.
Pop open a can to enjoy a burst of naturally sweet,
tropical 100% pineapple juice with every sip.

_____Mojito Clever $6.99:An infusion of two types
of mint: sweet mint and peppermint. This
combination imparts the mint flavor without the
bitterness.

_____Boylan Orange Soda $4.50:Refreshing and
less sweet than a typical orange soda, with Italian
mandarin and tangerine oils

_____MIXOLOSHE Pineapple Smash $7.50:Take
a trip to a southern barbeque bash, with notes of
grilled pineapple and sweet caramel

_____MIXOLOSHE Cosmic Bitter $7.50:Delicate
bubbles, bittersweet orange and herbal woody notes
are brightened with a subtle sweetness and a pop of
fresh floral!

_____Boylan Blackcherry $4.50:A unique blend of
cherries, wild cherry bark, and extracts of bourbon
vanilla.

_____Hilo CBD $7.00:HiLo CBD flavored sparkling
water is a low calorie, sugar free beverage that helps
FIND BALANCE between the Highs and Lows of life.

_____Wellbeing Match Day Light $4.69:Match
Day Light is a classic style, bready pale ale that has
a well-balanced malt character and hop profile with a
light mouthfeel, crisp with a slight roasted malty after
taste.

_____Amalfi Lyres Spritz $7.50:The bittersweet
orange and rich peach flavors of the Amalfi Spritz is
like sunshine itself, bright, intense and the promise of
good times. The fine bubble fills the palate with fresh
orange complex rhubarb and elderflower perfectly to
finish dry and deliciously refreshing. Classic orange-
red in color..

_____Unsweetened Iced Tea $2.29:Taste iced tea
the way it was meant to be: brewed from real tea
leaves steeped in water and bottled without adding
sugar or color. All so you can enjoy the delicious
fresh-brewed taste.

_____Pepsi $2.39:The bold, refreshing, robust cola

_____Diet Pepsi $2.39:The classic soda made with
sweet and refreshing flavors, minus the sugar.

_____Starry $2.39:Crisp, refreshing, lemon lime
soda



_____Coffee, Single Cup $2.69:Dark Italian Roast.
Dine-in only

_____Peach Sparkling Izze $2.89:Peach fruit juice
with a splash of sparkling water

_____Decaf Coffee, Single Cup $2.69:Dine-in
only

_____Bergoff Rootbeer $4.75:A draft style root
beer with a rich, creamy taste

_____Mingle Blood Orange $7.50:Sparkling
symphony of juicy blood orange with delicate notes
of elderflower

_____Mingle Cranberry $7.50:A bubbly blend of
cane sugar, crisp cranberry, zesty lime and a splash
of natural orange juice

_____Mingle Cucumber Melon $7.50:A bubbly
blend of cool cucumber, juicy melon and a hint of
mint.

_____Mingle Blackberry $7.50:Savor the crisp
effervescence as each sip of our non-alcoholic Bellini
unveils a harmonious blend of ripe blackberry juice,
delicate hibiscus, and cane sugar

_____Mingle Key Lime Marg. $7.50:A sparking
blend of crisp zesty lime and a splash of natural
orange juice for a citrusy sweet experience we all
crave

_____Weller Black Cherry CBD $9.99:It’s the
sweetest of the cherries, ripe with a mouth-watering
balance of tasty juice and tangy fruit. We mixed up
the flavor of this natural sweet treat with zippy
bubbles to create a zero calorie, zero carb, zero
sugar sparkling water

_____Boylan Creme Soda $4.50:Hints of vanilla
extract, coffee, and chocolate result in a uniquely
refreshing take on a classic creme soda.

_____OJ $2.49:The perfect combination of taste and
nutrition! Tropicana Pure Premium Original is 100%
pure orange juice, squeezed from fresh-picked
oranges and never from concentrate

_____UnGin Tonic Greenbar N/A $5.99:A non-
alcoholic cocktail with real depth and complexity.
Bright, zesty and dry, Greenbar UnGin+Tonic packs
all of the qualities of a freshly-made G&T into a
canned cocktail...skipping the buzz means no
compromise. Enjoy it cold or over ice.

_____LaCroix Pure $1.20:LaCroix Sparkling Water
is a refreshing and healthy beverage that can be
enjoyed in any setting. Each sip of LaCroix Sparkling
Water is flavored with the natural essence oils
extracted from the named fruit on the can.

_____Nature's Crystal Water $1.00:The body
needs water to fuel all your activities. The Nature's
Crystal Natural Spring Water is great to quench your
thirst when working, playing, or getting the job done!
Gluten Free

_____Mixoloshe bluebberry $7.50:Remix a crisp
classic with our Blueberry G&T. Refreshing and
balanced, the sweetness of the blueberries pairs
perfectly with the bittersweet tonic and the fresh
fragrances of juniper and citrus to awaken the
senses.

_____Boylans Lemonade $4.00:Providing a
refreshing take on the summer classic, this beverage
delivers the same sweet-tart lemonade flavour,
reminiscent of one's childhood, with a bubbly,
sparkling finish. Plus, it is caffeine-free and made
with pure cane sugar to provide a smooth, full-bodied
flavour with a satisfying fizz and clean aftertaste.

_____Dry Secco Gruvi $5.99:Delicate, floral and
semi-dry with a touch of tartness, this alcohol-free
sparkling wine is popular for a reason. No regrets.

_____Bubbly Rose Gruvi $5.99:Fruity on the
nose. Tiny, effervescent bubbles compliment notes
of tart, green apple and fresh strawberry.

Ciders

_____Seattle Cider Semi Sweet  $7.05:A light,
crisp cider with just a touch of sweetness. Honey in
color with notes of bergamot, lemon and apple, this
refreshing cider reveals hints of citrus and cinnamon
on the palate.

_____Strawberry Lav Uncle John $7.50:A
sweeter blend of our Flagship Apple with the addition
of strawberry juice and light lavender notes. A
summer favorite!

_____Northman Pub Cider $6.89:A blend of
apples providing an acidic backbone that pairs well
with food. Aromas of apricot, white plums, red apple
skin, and a cidery floor during harvest



_____ERIS BLUSH Cider $6.99:Semi-dry cider
blended with sweet and tart cherries with a blush-like
rose color. Cherry and ripe stone fruit aromas with
tart and sweet cherry hints and a nice, dry apple
finish.

_____Smackintosh Tandem $6.99:Handcrafted
from northern Michigan apples, this mostly-McIntosh
blend packs a sip just sweet enough to keep that
pucker off your mouth.

_____Wölffer No. 139 Botanical Cider
$7.50:classic cider recipe is infused with herbal
extracts curated and blended by Mab & Stoke for A A
perfect balance between nature and its delicate
flavors. It achieves a wonderful herbaceous and
fruitful smooth taste to the palate. The herbs used in
the recipe include Ginger, Lemon Balm, Elderberry,
Pomegranate, Dandelion Root, and Turmeric.

_____Uncle John's Cranberry Apple Cider
$6.99:A sweet/tart blend of our traditional Apple with
the addition of cranberry juice

_____Apple Blueberry Cider Uncle John
$6.99:Semi-sweet, somewhat tart, with noticeable
astringency.

_____Traverse City Cherry Cider $8.00:At Almar
Orchards, we have carefully paired our own Michigan
organic apples together with Traverse City tart
cherries to create a balanced cider full of flavor and
color, so that you too may enjoy the taste of
Michigan with us.

_____Shacksbury Classic Cider $4.60:Made with
organic apples, our Classic dry cider is golden in
color and balanced in flavor. Equally at home at the
dinner table as it is in your cooler, this crisp and
refreshing cider is well-rounded and an instant
classic.

Spirits 50 Ml

_____Bucket Of Jello Shots $22.60:Make some
noise as you enter the party with classic crowd-
pleasers like bright Blue Raspberry Smash, sweet
Strawberry Slammer, mighty Mango Mambo, crisp
Peach Bottom, or juicy Watermelon Wiggle

_____Jack Daniels50ml $5.69:Light with plenty of
sweetness. There are hints of dry spice and a touch
of smoke. Sweet finish with toasty oak.

_____Jello Shot $2.99:Make some noise as you
enter the party with classic crowd-pleasers like bright
Blue Raspberry Smash, sweet Strawberry Slammer,
mighty Mango Mambo, crisp Peach Bottom, or juicy
Watermelon Wiggle

_____Lime Wedge :

_____Lemon Wedge :

_____Trust Cinnamon Vodka $5.00:A wheat-
based vodka with a slightly sweet with a clean finish
and true cinnamon flavor. Enjoy by itself, with
cranberry juice, or hot chocolate!

_____Bloody Mary Sidecar $3.00:Carrot, celery,
house-marinated olives, pickles, and other
garnishes.

_____Captain Morgan  $3.99:Spice it up with our
classic Captain Morgan Original Spiced Rum. It’s a
secret blend with subtle notes of vanilla and caramel
to create a smooth and medium-bodied taste.

_____Orange Twist :

_____Orange Wedge :

_____Olives Garnish :

_____Corazon Blanco Tequila 50ml
$4.89:Tempting, mellow and elegant agave flavor
surrounded by a hint of cardamom and smokiness,
subtle straw-like notes.

_____Early Times $2.99:Early Times Kentucky
Whisky is known for being a high-quality whisky that
delivers a consistently smooth taste and flavor profile
while still being offered at an attractive price to
consumers. Aged a minimum of three years in heat-
cycled warehouses and barreled in seasoned
American white oak barrels.

_____Bulleit Bourbon 50ml $6.25:Amber color
with bold, spicy character and sweet oak aromas.
Light toffee notes

_____Coffee Whiskey 50ml $3.39:A mix of
whiskey and strong, smooth coffee

_____Lemoncello 50ml $3.39:With lemons from
the abundant groves of Southern Italy's Amalfi Coast
and a centuries-old family recipe, the Sperone
brothers make Caravella Limoncello.

_____Cherries Garnish :



_____Dr Mcgillicuddys Cherry $2.19:The sweet
cherry aroma of Dr. McGillicuddy's Cherry is the first
hint that this mouthwatering liqueur will have a
bigger, more intense taste than other cherry spirits.

_____Southern Comfort $2.59:This is whiskey at
its most laid back. Smooth. Satisfying. With that just-
right balance of sweetness and spice. Southern
Comfort Original is the one-of-a kind taste you'll keep
coming back to.

_____Fireball $3.39:Fireball Whisky - smooth
whisky with a fiery kick of red hot cinnamon,

_____Cane Run Rum  $2.99:Clear color. Complex
aromas and flavors of ripe plantain, allspice, creme
caramel, zucchini blossom, lime cordial, and copper
pot with a satiny, vibrant, fruity light-to-medium body
and a tingling, compelling, medium-long finish
imparting notes of white chocolate covered cashews,
raisin, dried apricot, roasted pineapple, and
sandalwood finish. A downright delicious rum with
toasty, fruity notes that mix and mingle on the
tongue.

Seltzers

_____White Claw Black Cherry $6.00:Black
Cherry seamlessly balances the tartness and
sweetness of a ripe summer cherry. It's the perfect
introduction to the crisp, refreshing taste of White
Claw® Hard Seltzer. Gluten Free

Canned Cocktails

_____Palo Santo Blueberry Kombucha $8.85:A
complex profile of bright juicy sweetness with the just
right hint of smoky Palo Santo.

_____Tanqueray Gin and Tonic $7.59:A perfect
mix of Tanqueray London Dry Gin and signature
crafted tonic, this delicious, balanced cocktail is
expertly prepared and beautifully presented in a slim
can.

_____Tanqueray Sevilla Orange Gin and Soda
$7.59:This perfectly crafted ready to enjoy drink uses
a new style of Tanqueray Gin that infuses Sevilla
Orange essence with other fine botanicals and our
signature sparkling soda.

_____Big Star Margarita $10.59:It's Chicago's
finest Margarita, now in cans! I think we all owe Big
Star a round of applause for doing us the beautiful
service of making their perfectly mixed margs'
available on the go. Just be sure to pick up a few to
spread the love.

_____Ketel One Cucumber & Mint $7.59:The
enticingly fresh taste of Ketel One Botanical Vodka
Spritz is created by carefully distilling real botanicals
and natural fruit essence with our exceptionally
smooth Ketel One Vodka, then infusing it with
sparkling water. Gluten Free

_____Liv Watermelon $6.55:Vodka with sparkling
water and all natural watermelon juice and flavor.
Hand-crafted, small batch, distilled, from locally
grown ingredients. Gluten Free

_____Old Fashioned Tip Top $11.59:The Old
Fashioned is the original cocktail. It’s as classic as it
gets and, when done right, it’s the mark of a master.
You want to taste the bourbon, followed by a hint of
sweet orangey citrus and rounded out at the finish
with the warming spice of bitters.

_____Manhattan Tip Top $11.59:This one is the
sophisticated extrovert. Sure, it’s spirit-forward, but
still refreshing. The Manhattan is bold and spices
things up with its peppery bite. With each sip comes
a little more truth and a little more confidence to
speak it.

_____Mixed Berry Lemonade Loyal 9 $7.45:An
easy to drink cocktail right at your fingertips, Loyal 9
Mixed Berry Lemonade Vodka Cocktail will bring new
flavors to your day. With a sophisticated and
refreshing taste, this stand out drink will become a
crowd favorite.

_____Raspberry Cream Vodka Pop $7.45:A
crispy, refreshing canned cocktail produced by
Kure's Craft Beverage Company. Made with cane
sugar, vodka, raspberry puree, and vanilla beans

_____Passionfruit Caipirinha Drifter $8.99:A
crisp and dry spirit made from fresh-pressed
sugarcane juice, with the brightness of passion fruit
and exotic flavors prominent in Brazilian cuisine;
cardamom, vanilla, and lemon grass.

_____Kures Strawberry Lemonade Vodka
$7.45:A ready to go canned drink with orange juice
and vanilla bean.



_____Round Barn Peach Bellini $8.59:Fresh and
juicy luscious peach flavors, this bold sangria can be
thoroughly enjoyed straight from the can or poured
over ice with fruit.

_____Kures Orange Cream Vodka Pop
$7.45:Evoking memories of that perfect summer ice
cream treat, the Creamsicle, this single-serve
canned cocktail refreshes with a delightful blend of
tangy orange and creamy vanilla. The addition of
vodka gives it an adult-only punch. Gluten Free

_____LIV Lime $6.55:Made from LiV Standard
Edition Vodka. Made using locally grown Long Island
corn. Distilled and canned by Long Island Spirits.
Gluten Free. Carb Free. About 100 calories per can.
100% All Natural? All Natural Fruits and Flavors.
Sugar Free. None of the usual sweetener aftertaste.
Gluten Free

_____Blue Hawa Heretic $8.25:A tropical vacation
in a can. Juicy pineapple and coconut with a tropical
look from blue curacao syrup. Shake over ice and
garnish with a pineapple wedge, a maraschino
cherry, and a little umbrella if you are feeling fun.

_____Mule Vitani $11.00:Premium vodka infused
with natural, ginger, lime & simple syrup. Ready to
drink, just chill and enjoy!

_____Cosmo Vitani $12.00:Perfectly blended
Cosmopolitan, ready to drink wherever you like. Just
chill, shake, and enjoy! Vodka infused with
Cranberry, Orange, and Triple Sec.

_____Mango Seltzer Tequilla $6.85:The perfect
balance of seltzer and tequila blanco, with real fruit
juice.

_____Grapefruit Seltzer Tequilla $6.85:Onda is
made with blanco tequila from a woman-owned
distillery in Jalisco, Mexico.

_____Cayman Jack Cuban Mojito $5.25:Tart lime
juice blends with fresh mint flavor on an exhilarating
taste journey that concludes with a sweet, crisp
finish.

_____Rey Azul LIme TEQ Soda $5.95:With a hint
of sea salt, this refreshing canned cocktail is made
with blanco tequila, lime, and sparkling water

_____Devine Grape Kombucha $8.99:A
fermented tea with bold, tangy flavor

_____Blood Orange Tequila Seltzer $6.85:Not
your basic orange. Dreamy blood orange gives your
tequila sunrise an instant upgrade. Perfect for a
sunny beach day

_____Bucket Of Jello Shots $22.60:Make some
noise as you enter the party with classic crowd-
pleasers like bright Blue Raspberry Smash, sweet
Strawberry Slammer, mighty Mango Mambo, crisp
Peach Bottom, or juicy Watermelon Wiggle

_____Bloody Mary Supper Club
$6.59:Ready-to-drink canned bloody mary mix. Add
a sidecar to for an additional cost.

_____Jello Shot $2.99:Make some noise as you
enter the party with classic crowd-pleasers like bright
Blue Raspberry Smash, sweet Strawberry Slammer,
mighty Mango Mambo, crisp Peach Bottom, or juicy
Watermelon Wiggle

_____Espresso Martini Tip Top $11.59:Strong
and smooth, with a hint of vanilla. It boasts a
delicious complexity from our coffee pals at Counter
Culture

Rockstar Wines

_____B.R. Cohn Doobie Silver Label Pinot Noir
$37.00:An earthy, fig like character sets this wine
apart from the crowd, while a supple texture and
good balance make it easy to sip and enjoy. Plenty
of cherry and raspberry flavors emerge on the palate,
seeming to fill the mouth and then lingering on the
finish.

_____Dreaming Tree Pinot Noir $36.00:Bright
ruby in color with ripe flavors and aromas of cherry,
wild strawberry, vanilla, and caramel. This wine has
some complexity unique to Pinot Noir with soft, juicy
tannins. Perfect for enjoying with friends or
complementing a nice meal.

_____Z. Alexander Brown Uncaged Red Blend
$36.00:Leather and pepper on the nose. Hints of
black fruit and vanilla, with cherry and oat in the
finish. Bold.

_____Tenuta Il Palagio Casino Delle Vie Rosso
Toscana Rockstar $46.00:Casino Delle Vie, a
nineteenth century farmhouse on the Il Palagio
estate, give its name to this fine Chianti. Beautiful
bouquet of sweet cherries, crushed flowers, and
licorice. Flavors of blueberry, coffee, cherry, tar and
olive. Medium bodied and elegant from Sting and
Trudie Styler’s estate.



_____Z. Brown Uncaged Pinot Noir 
$36.00:Sourced from multiple growing regions, this
Pinot Noir expresses bright red fruit from Sonoma
County, a nice acidity from Monterey for exceptional
balance and mouthfeel and signature spice and
concentration from Napa County. The end result
lends smooth, silky tannins, beautiful fruit flavors and
an elegant finish.

_____B.R. Cohn Cabernet Sauvignon
$37.00:Aromatics of the wine unfold with tea leaf,
black fruit and leather. Spices wrap around the nose
while the palate suggests currant, blackberry and
rhubarb evolve, becoming a spice rack of cinnamon,
nutmeg and clove. Touch of vanilla mingles with
notes of tobacco leaf.

_____Wines of Substance Charles Smith
Winery Cabernet Sauvignon  $34.00:Depth and
layer upon layer, black cassis, dark cherry, tobacco
leaf, and morels. Then, pushes on to a full palate,
that is savory, mineral-driven and earthbound.
Smooth, long, compelling... in a word: harmonious.

_____Charles Smith Wines Boom Boom Syrah
$36.00:This spicy Syrah has a strong sense of
place...Washington State. Explosive aromas. Mouth
filling and rich.

_____The Dreaming Tree Crush Red Blend
$36.00:This ruby-colored wine opens with vibrant
notes of black cherry and plums that lead to mocha,
baking spices, and a touch of toasty oak. Crush Red
Blend is a favorite for enjoying with friends or pairing
with a nice meal.

_____Hampton Water Rose $40.00:This rose is
elegant and refreshing, showcasing some density to
the silky layers of melon, white raspberry and spice,
with elements of wet stone and flowers building
along the creamy finish.

_____Tenuta Il Palagio When We Dance
Chianti Rockstar $38.00:Named after Sting’s
song, “When We Dance” is a charming Chianti from
Il Palagio offering a complex aroma of black cherries,
sandalwood, cedar and strawberry compote. Flavors
of cherry, black fruit and leather. Medium bodied and
well balanced.

_____Tenuta Il Palagio Sister Moon Rosso
Toscano Rockstar  $63.00:Named after Sting’s
song “Sister Moon”, this was the first IGT Toscano
wine produced at Il Palagio. Aromas of sweet
cherries, crushed flowers and licorice. Flavors of
dark cherries, cassis, plum, chocolate, vanilla and
herbs. A beautiful, biodynamic wine from Sting and
Trudie Styler.

_____Merkin Vineyards & Caduceus Cellars
Naga Red Rockstar $58.00:Nagual de la Naga has
an earthy red blend, prominent fruit with honeyed
hyacinth, Fuji apple, Arizona cypress, and crayon
aromas. Flavors of Earl Grey tea, red currant,
cinnamon and pimento. Winemaker is M.J. Kennan
of Tool.

_____Merkin Vineyards & Caduceus Cellars
Anubus Red Rockstar $68.00:Anubis red blend
from Arizona is feminine with a luxurious mouthfeel.
Hints of bilberry, dried apricot, hazelnut with its paper
shroud and dulce le leche. Winemaker is M.J.
Kennan of Tool.

_____Gaslighter Rose $38.00:Light, & beautifully
dry. Fresh aromas & flavors of wild cherry, lime, &
lively acidity. Soft mineral notes over a light-bright
frame with long vibrant finish.

_____Z. Alexander Brown Uncaged Cabernet
$36.00:Distinctive and seductive, with a melange of
dark red fruit, mocha, and cedar in a generous and
round body. This red unites power with princely
charm.

_____Merkin Vineyards & Caduceus Cellars
Chupacabra Rockstar $40.00:Shape shifter red
blend from Arizona that changes from year to year.
This vintage brings an orchestration of aroma and
flavor – sweet juicy dark fruits like plum and
blackberry, as well as fresh fig. Soft and lingering on
the palate. Winemaker is M.J. Keenan of Tool.

_____Slo Jams Sauvignon Blanc $39.00:Aromas
of key lime and lemon grass followed by light and
fresh flavors of cut pineapple, ripe oroblanco
grapefruit and stone fruit. On the mid palate, hints of
Kiwi and honey suckle blend seamlessly into the
subtle mineral finish.

_____Z. Alexander Brown Uncaged Sauvignon
Blanc $34.00:This Sauvignon Blanc opens with
bright aromas of lemongrass, honeysuckle and
guava. On the palate, tropical flavors of passion fruit
and mango are accented by zesty lemon, lime and
orange blossom. Refreshing and balanced, this
medium-bodied Sauvignon Blanc extends into a
juicy, lingering finish.

_____Z. Alexander Brown Uncaged
Chardonnay $35.00:Honey-colored in the glass, Z.
Alexander Brown Chardonnay exudes bright aromas
of white peach, floral orange blossom with hints of
honey and baking spice. A rich, velvety mouthfeel is
supported by core flavors of juicy stone fruit, vanilla
and toasted oak. These complex, layered flavors
extend into the finish.



_____Tenuta Il Palagio Roxanne Tuscan Red
Rockstar $37.00:Named after one of Sting’s
earliest songs, “Roxanne”, this Tuscan Red from Il
Palagio offers a complex aroma of cherries, wild
blackberries and spices. Flavors of red fruit,
blackberry, cherry and baking spice. Medium bodied
with a long finish. Organic and certified by
BioAgricert.

Fruit Wines

_____Sip Sweetheart Red $31.00:A sweet red
wine blend made with raspberry, cherry, strawberry
and cranberry wines. The perfect wine for sweet red
wine lovers.

_____Sip Cranberry Wine $33.00:Cranberries are
one of the most unique fruits in the world. One of
only three fruits native to North America, cranberries
grow in the wild on long-running vines in sandy bogs
and marshes. While they’re primarily harvested in
the Northeast, cranberries also grow in other parts of
North America, like Wisconsin and the Pacific
Northwest.

_____August Hill Indigo Shimmer $36.00:This
blue shimmering wine, with fresh, fruity flavors, will
delight the senses. Before serving, be sure to “mix
the magic” by gently shaking the bottle. Gazing at a
bottle reminds us of a snow globe.

_____Sip Blueberry Wine $34.75:Using only the
most delicious table blueberries, we created this
exclusive dessert wine to express all the rich flavors
of the ripe blueberries. The wine was fermented a
low temperatures in order to enhance the aromas
and flavors. Enjoy our crisp and fruity blueberry wine
while enjoying the outdoors. Cheers!

_____August Hill Emerald Apple $38.00:With
fresh apple flavors and aromas, this shimmering
green, semi-sweet wine is made from locally-grown
apples and a wee bit of leprechaun magic. 

Sparkling Wines

_____LaLuca Prosecco 187ml $9.29:A straw
yellow color with marked green glints. Lasting
perlage. Aromas of white flowers, pear, apple with a
clear hint of sage. Light and refreshing with soft fruit
notes of lemon and peach.

_____Rose Prosecco 187ml Laluca $9.29:The
wine pours an almost translucent bright yellow, with
hints of green reflecting off the glass. The nose is
instantly defined and distinctive, offering up bold
orchard fruits, crisp pears, and lemon curd, all of
which come together in a rich, creamy off-dry style
that is extremely appealing. There is a deft touch of
minerality, playing nicely against the subtle
sweetness of the wine. The finish shows excellent
length and fine overall balance.

_____375 Piper Heidsieck Spark $26.50:A juicy,
fleshy pear and golden grape texture. The finish
narrows to citrus and grapefruit flavors. A wine with
great fruit, a good mouth feel and a harmonious
balance.

_____375 Tattinger Champ $27.99:Lively and
Crisp. This is a delicate wine with flavors of fresh fruit
and honey.

_____Dibon Cava Brut $29.00:The nose offers
regal yeast and richness, while the palate has
complexity to prop up apple, citrus and grapefruit
flavors. Solid from front to back, with health and
freshness.

_____Selvaggio Prosecco $31.00:Medium aroma
intensity with grape, lemon, peach and grapefruit.
Slightly herbaceous. Delicate and flowery on the
nose. Playful on the palate, full of ripe pear and
nectarine, followed by hazelnut and wafer as it opens
up.

Sangria and Margaritas



_____Red Frozen Fruit Sangria $6.00:Frozen
mixed berries, apples, limes, and oranges

_____Can Red Lolailo Sangria $5.65:Spain -
Lolailo is the ultimate anytime drink: light-bodied,
fruity and refreshing! Lolailo is made from grapes
indigenous to Spain, with natural extracts of orange
peels, and Mediterranean cherries and grapes.
Gluten Free

_____Red Lolailo Sangria $32.00:”lolailo is the
ultimate anytime drink: light-bodied fruity and
refreshing! Available in red and white lolailo is made
from grapes indigenous to Spain with natural extracts
of orange peels and Mediterranean cherries and
grapes. Gluten Free

_____White Frozen Fruit Sangria $6.00:Frozen
peaches, apples, limes, and oranges

_____White Lolailo Sangria $32.00:”lolailo is the
ultimate anytime drink: light-bodied fruity and
refreshing! Available in red and white lolailo is made
from grapes indigenous to Spain with natural extracts
of orange peels and Mediterranean cherries and
grapes. Gluten Free

Rose

_____Libby's Bubbly Rose $35.50:A smattering
of summer strawberries, candied melon and fresh
cherry deliver a refreshing, vibrant profile certain to
liven up any occasion. Low calorie, low alcohol wine
makes for an entirely new drinking experience.

_____19 Crimes Snoop Dogg Cali Rosé
$32.75:Ripe strawberry notes along with delicate
floral and rose petal aromas. Fruit-forward notes of
fresh raspberry, strawberry, and red cherry. Pleasant
mouthfeel with balanced acidity and sweetness.

_____Figuiere Magali Rose $34.00:Medium
bodied Rosé with aromas and flavors of strawberries,
orange peel and white flowers. Bright and refreshing
acidity and salty minerality thanks to the influence of
the nearby Mediterranean Sea.

_____Pico Maccario Lavignone Piemonte
Rose  $34.00:Pale salmon in appearance, it is
beautiful to look at. Aromas of wild strawberry,
watermelon, cranberry, fresh-cut grass, and river
stone. A refreshing, but modest, backbone of acidity
supports a round mouth-feel and velvety texture. The
dry and balanced finish leaves the palate feeling
clean and refreshed.

_____Villa Wolf Pinot Noir Rose $31.25:A true
rosé, made with a brief maceration before pressing
to extract color. It is light and refreshing, with
deliciously bright berry and fruit flavors and a clean,
zippy finish.

_____Studio by Miraval Rose $33.00:Pretty pale-
pink, very limpid color with bluish reflections. This
wine offers an exquisite nose with delicate notes of
grapefruit and white flowers. Fresh and well-
balanced, the palate is lively and reveals seductive
aromas of citrus and sea iodine.

_____Easy Wine Pink Can $7.25:A rosé with
mellow bubbles and half the alcohol of other wines,
just 5.8% in a fun and functional can. it's light,
refreshing, and easy to enjoy so you don't have to
settle when you want afternoon wine or just some
easy wine for leisure time.

_____Yalumba Y Series Rose $30.00:A vibrant
watermelon pink in color. Red fruit aromas of cherry,
raspberry, strawberries and cream with a hint of
fuchsia. The bright luscious palate with pomegranate
and cranberry flavors is completed by a refreshing
citrus finish.

_____Jam Jar Sweet Blush $30.00:Lively with
summer strawberry flavors and luscious hints of
cotton candy, lemon and green melon. This easy-
drinking but seriously well-made blush has an
electric acidity and just the right amount of
sweetness to sustain any season.

_____Sean Minor Rose $29.50:Refreshing and
crisp with strawberry, white peach, and watermelon
flavors. Fresh aromas of strawberry, cherry blossom,
rose petal and juicy watermelon

_____Hampton Water Rose $40.00:This rose is
elegant and refreshing, showcasing some density to
the silky layers of melon, white raspberry and spice,
with elements of wet stone and flowers building
along the creamy finish.

_____Gaslighter Rose $38.00:Light, & beautifully
dry. Fresh aromas & flavors of wild cherry, lime, &
lively acidity. Soft mineral notes over a light-bright
frame with long vibrant finish.
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